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•Just touch the tip to a terminal strip, outlet or cord  
•When the tip glows red and the unit beeps, there is voltage on the line  
•It continually tests its battery and its circuit integrity with a periodic 
double flash visual indication  
•Highest safety rating: CAT IV 1000V  
•Detects voltage without metallic contact

FLK1ACA1II

VOLTALERT™ AC VOLTAGE 
DETECTOR (90-1,000V)

•AC/DC trigger switch “Lock-On” grinder  
•Includes: Grinding wheel, wheel guard, side handle, inner flange, 
lock nut, lock nut wrench, and spindle washer

MAK9005B
Specifications

Max. Capacities
Grinding Wheel: 5”
Sanding Disc: 5”
Wire Cup Brush: 3-1/2”

Spindle Thread 5/8”-11 UNC 
No Load Speed 10,000 RPM 
Amps (120V) 10.0 
Overall Length 14” 
Weight 6.6 lbs.

5” CORDED ANGLE GRINDER

NINJA® ICE GLOVES
•15 gauge nylon shell with a 7 gauge acrylic terry interior liner for insulation/warmth  
•HPT repels liquids while providing strong wet or dry grip  
•Coating remains soft in temperatures as low as -50°C
•Fully coated palm and front
•Black
•Size: Large

MCRN9690FCL

ANSI

Cut 
Level

A3
EN388

3232
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ICETRED™ MIDSOLE 
ICE CLEATS 
•Made of durable natural rubber
•Special rubber formulation will allow the pad to 
stretch side to side ensuring a more secure fit 
•Quick adjustable elastic strap fits all footwear styles  
•Adjustable strap with retro-reflective high visibility 
strip for added safety  
•Can be easily rotated to the top of the arch to 
remove the spike when moving indoors or to 
surfaces that can be scratched by the spike  
•Four spikes 
•Defined heel 

DEN10704

•Ideal for general nail pulling and prying  
•Double-end puller features 90° and 30° offset claws  
•Fully sharpened claw tips  
•Heat-treated for durability  
•Overall length: 11” 

STN55035

NAIL PULLER

•Very lightweight, full 10-base wrap-around coverage  
•Flexible temple tips for comfortable, secure fit  
•Molded nose bridge  
•U6 grade – level lens filters > 99.9% UVB/UVA for 
far and near UV transmittance  
•Dielectric frame  
•Certified to meet ANSI+ and CSA  
•Frameless, stylish simplicity at excellent value
•Frame Colour: Clear
•Lens Tint: Clear
•Lens Coating: Hardcoat

DALSVP200

SVP 200 SERIES 
SAFETY GLASSES

•100% acrylic knitted
•Colour : Hi-Viz Orange
•One size fits all

JAR5571A

LINED BEANIE

•Meets OSHA and ANSI safety colour standards
•Weather resistant formula for indoor/outdoor use
•Valve-actuated acrylic nibs
•Durable aluminum metal barrels
•Clip-Grip caps
•Precise marking for easy touch-up of safety signage
•Marking Range: -46°C to 66°C (-50°F to 150°F) 
•Tip Size: 1/8” (3 mm)
•Colour:  Safety Yellow

III97271

PAINT-RITER+ SAFETY 
COLOUR PAINT 
MARKER •Used for upholstery work on most Domestic 

and Foreign cars  
•For installation of “Hog Ring” fasteners  
•Specially made to grip and mold Hog Rings 
for closure  
•Spring loaded to hold hog ring in jaws 
during use  
•Includes Straight Hog Ring Pliers and 45° 
Hog Ring Pliers

KDA3702

2 PIECE HOG RING 
PLIERS SET

$$27279999

$$669999

$$449999
$$74749999

$$119999

$$14149999

pair pair
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•Foam grip, spring loaded handles  
•Folding zip lock case  
•Includes long nose, flat nose, diagonal cutting, 
bent nose, and end nipper pliers

PCR159006

6 PIECE MINIATURE 
ELECTRONICS 
PLIERS SET

FROST FREE 
COATED GLOVES
•For extreme cold conditions  
•Heavy acrylic fleece lining  
•PVC coating with resin finish  
•12” gauntlet style cuff
•Size: Large

WAT491L

•Remain flexible at temperatures as low as 
-40°C (-40°F) 
•Parallel bonded cables make these 
assemblies tangle-free 
•100% pure copper for maximum conductivity
•Gauge: 8 ga.
•Max. Amp: 300A
•Length: 12 ft.
•Clamp Type: Mechanic

TEC769528EA

BOOSTER CABLES

DIGITAL ELITE™ 
SERIES AUTO 
DARKENING  
WELDING HELMET
•ClearLight™ 2.0 Lens Technology  
•InfoTrack™ 2.0 tracks and displays arc time and arc 
count  
•AutoSense™ automatically sets the helmet sensitivity 
•Gen 3.5 headgear with comfort cushion  
•Meets ANSI Z87.1+, CSA, and CE  
•Includes: Helmet bag, (qty. 2) inside cover lenses, 
(qty. 5) outside cover lenses  

MLR289755

•Upper: Waterproof full-grain leather 
•Lining: Nylon mesh  
•Sock Liner: Nylex and PU Foam  
•Midsole: Molded PU  
•Insulation: 200 g Thinsulate 
•CSA approved 
•Height: 8”
•Size: 8-1/2

CATP71762885

HAULER COMPOSITE 
TOE WORK BOOTS

FEATURES

   

 
TECHNOLOGY

 

•Provides superior cleaning power on greasy dirt 
and bathroom soils  
•Uses solid-liquid separation technology that 
pulls dirt particles together and drops them to the 
bottom of the bucket  
•Can be used for floors, walls, countertops, sinks 
and range hoods, refrigerators, microwaves, stoves, 
sinks, bathtubs, shower stalls, toilet bowls, garbage 
bins, pet areas, garage, diaper pails, and more 
•Not recommended for use on wood  
•828 mL

JJJ40294

PINE-SOL 
ORIGINAL 
CLEANER & 
DEODORIZER

$$54549999

$$4894899999

$$559999

$$2442449999

$$12129999 $$55559999
pair

other sizes available! 

on sale now

pair
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•Ultra lightweight design  
•Multiple-position headband allows wearer to 
select position over the head, behind the head or 
under the chin  
•Alternative to cap-mounted earmuffs – wear with 
hard hats, face shields, respirators and other PPE  
•Dielectric construction suitable for electrical 
environments  
•NRR 25 Canada Class A

HOWQM24

QM24+ EARMUFF

•DOT compliant  
•“Quick Heat” technology  
•Heating elements activates at 3°C (37.4°F)  
•Meets FMVSS-108 and CMVSS-108 standards  
•Standard H4 connector for easy installation  
•IP67 waterproof rating  
•Universal Fit: Any 4” x 6” headlight configuration

TRXTLEDH11

LED PROJECTOR 
HEADLIGHT WITH 
HEATED LENS

•Expertly engineered to help prolong the life and 
maintain the efficiency of emission systems in new 
emerging diesel and gasoline powered European 
vehicles that require SAE 0W-20 viscosity grades
•Grade: SAE 0W-20
•Size: 946 mL

LLLMOBILES0W201

ESP X2 SYNTHETIC 
ENGINE OIL

•Reflective binding for enhanced visibility 
•Elastic binding around face for a secure fit to 
help protect against wind and cold 
•Lining: Soft polyester fleece stretch fabric
•One size fits all 

MCRBLCVB

FLEECE LINED 
BALACLAVA

•Machined face, forged steel head, varnished hickory 
handle  
•Used for general sledging operations in striking 
wood, concrete, metal and stone  
•Common uses are striking spikes, cold chisels, star 
drills and hardened nails
•4 lb. head weight
•16” handle length

ELGH6504

DOUBLE-FACED 
SLEDGE HAMMER

•Resists heavy impact, scratches, severe weather, 
rust and fading  
•Seals out moisture and corrosion 
•Remains permanently flexible  
•Ultra chemical resistant
•Non-toxic and very low odour  
•Colour: black
•Apply with a brush, roller or schutz gun  
•Size: 3.78 L

DSSBEZLG

EZ LINER BEDLINER 
& INDUSTRIAL 
STRENGTH COATING

$$1291299999

$$14149999

$$12129999

$$32329999

$$13139999 $$2792799999
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